Corrigendum

The following corrections are to be made to document BOP/W/88:

Paragraph 5, last sentence: delete "Reports suggest, however, that".

Paragraph 6, second sentence: substitute "eliminated" for "liberalized".

Paragraph 6, last sentence, add "as regards trade with the EEC. For other countries the régime is still under study. Portugal's quota system for CKD motor vehicles from 1 January 1985 has been notified to GATT in document L/5558/Add.2."

Paragraph 7, penultimate line: substitute "transitional" for "grace".

Paragraph 12, second line: substitute "lower than the 21 per cent achieved in 1983" for "similar to that achieved in 1983".

Paragraph 12, last sentence: substitute "22" for "18" in third last line and "vegetable oils" for "olive oil" in penultimate line.

Paragraph 13, third sentence: delete "both", substitute "4 per cent" for "8 per cent", delete "and value (6 per cent)" and delete "(generally, Portuguese speaking countries in Africa)".

Paragraph 14: delete second sentence and footnote. Third sentence to read "Portuguese data show a reduction in the current account deficit from a record $3.3 billion in 1982 to $1.6 billion in 1983 and an estimated $500 million in 1984." Last line: substitute "540" for "516".